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collection 2015

the timeless 
beauty of 
solid wood





wood is all the embellishment you need





our story

one single container full of decorative items from indonesia. that is 
how our story began. in 1995, antwerp entrepreneur Philippe delaisse  
decided to bring back a container of furniture and interior accessories from his 
holiday in indonesia, in order to sell them at home. long time friend benoit loos 
heard about it and joined forces with Philippe. together, they started to import 
one container every few months. after just one year, they had clients waiting 
at the antwerp docks, numbered ticket in hand, to buy that one special item 
they coveted. the partners very quickly decided that they wanted to design and  
produce their own furniture, and set up their first manufacturing site in indonesia.
today, our brand is considered an international trendsetter with a huge impact 
on the market worldwide. in addition to our head office in boom, we also have 
offices near marseille, in singapore, indonesia and hong Kong. Production  
facilities are spread over three different sites in indonesia, Vietnam and serbia 
and we currently employ around 2000 people. 
in 2015 ethnicraft branded furniture is sold through an extensive network of 
retailers in more than 50 countries worldwide. and we are still growing, with 
more and more customers in asia, america and europe specifically asking for 
the brand. a new chapter has begun.
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oaK
let nature sPeaK for itself

our oaK furniture is authentic, warm and natural.  

it is strong, functional and sturdy, made with a  

Passion for Pure lines and resPect for the wood  

itself that becomes eVen more beautiful as years  

go by. eVery Product is finished with great care  

in our own worKshoPs in serbia .
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our collections

clean. Pure. authentic. in a world where trends change from one day to the next, we 

want our furniture to stand out like a beacon of perfection and simplicity. we offer 

no less than nine collections in solid oak - each with its own characteristics. with us, 

you will find the perfect furniture for your home, matching your personality and style.
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13our collections

OAK

nordic

bookcase, 1 door, 1 drawer

51442 70 × 46 × 211 cm

sideboard, 3 doors 

51437  158 × 45 × 78 cm

sideboard, 4 doors 

51438 210 × 45 × 78 cm

low rack, 4 sliding doors 

51443  160 × 46 × 92 cm

sideboard, 2 doors 

51436 80 × 40 × 78 cm

rack, 6 sliding doors 

51448 90 × 46 × 126 cm

the racks are also available in teak (p. 93) and walnut (p.167)





15our collections

OAK

nordic

tV cupboard, 1 flip-down door, 1 drawer 

51440 180 × 46 × 45 cm

coffee table, 1 drawer 

51446  80 × 80 × 35 cm

console, 2 drawers 

51444  160 × 40 × 85 cm

51447 120 × 40 × 85 cm

tV cupboard, 1 flip-down door, 1 drawer 

51439  120 × 46 × 45 cm

coffee table, 1 drawer 

51445  120 × 70 × 35 cm

the console, tV cupboard and coffee table 120 cm are also available in walnut (p. 169)
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OAK

waVe

bookcase, 2 sliding glass doors, 2 drawers

51455 110 × 46 × 183 cm

office console, 1 drawer

51456 120 × 60 × 78 cm

sideboard, 1 door, 3 drawers

51450 148 × 46 × 77 cm

sideboard, 2 doors, 3 drawers

51451 205 × 46 × 77 cm

tV cupboard, 1 door 1 flip-down door, 1 drawer

51452 127 × 46 × 60 cm

tV cupboard, 2 doors 1 flip-down door, 1 drawer

51453 210 × 46 × 60 cm

the wave office console will also be available in walnut and teak (p.179). not before april 2015





19our collections

sideboard high, 4 doors 

51379  203 × 45 × 139 cm

OAK

shadow

sideboard, 2 doors

51370  109 × 45 × 84 cm

sideboard, 3 doors 

51371  156 × 45 × 84 cm

sideboard, 4 doors

51372  203 × 45 × 84 cm

sideboard, 5 doors 

51373 250 × 45 × 84 cm

chest of drawers, 2 drawers, 1 door 

51186  160 × 50 × 84 cm
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OAK

shadow

bookcase, 2 doors 

51378  124 × 46 × 210 cm

bookcase, 1 door, 1 drawer

51377 80 × 46 × 210 cm

storage cupboard, 4 doors

51374 115 × 45 × 160 cm

tV cupboard, 3 drawers 

51376 210 × 46 × 42 cm

coffee table, 2 sliding doors 

51383  120 × 70 × 33 cm

tV cupboard, 2 drawers

51375  140 × 46 × 42 cm
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OAK

ligna

sideboard, 2 doors, 2 drawers

50949 110 × 45 × 78 cm

sideboard, 3 doors, 3 drawers 

50950 165 × 45 × 78 cm

sideboard, 4 doors, 4 drawers 

50951 220 × 45 × 78 cm

sideboard, 5 doors, 5 drawers 

50952 276 × 45 × 78 cm

sideboard high, 4 doors 

50953 221 × 45 × 120 cm

this season, the ligna family will be 

extended with a sideboard with two 

doors. handy for small spaces or if you 

need extra storage in your living room, 

bedroom or office. 

new
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OAK

ligna

coffee table, 2 drawers 

50965 130 × 80 × 37 cm

tV cupboard, 2 drawers 

50955 140 × 45 × 51 cm

tV cupboard, 3 drawers 

50956 210 × 45 × 51 cm

storage cupboard, 4 doors, 2 drawers 

50954 110 × 50 × 162 cm

rack

50959 259 × 37 × 145 cm

50968 179 × 37 × 145 cm
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OAK

stonecut

sideboard, 3 doors

51350 165 × 45 × 77 cm

sideboard, 4 doors 

51351 220 × 45 × 77 cm

storage cupboard, 4 doors 

51357 110 × 50 × 160 cm

tV cupboard, 2 sliding doors, 2 drawers 

51354 210 × 45 × 57 cm
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OAK

burger

storage cupboard, 4 push open doors, 2 drawers

51396 110 × 45 × 160 cm

sideboard, 3 push open doors

51390 150 × 45 × 85 cm

sideboard, 4 push open doors

51391 200 × 45 × 85 cm

sideboard, 5 push open doors, 3 drawers

51393  250 × 45 × 85 cm

also available in teak (p. 99-101)
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OAK

burger

tV cupboard low 1 flip-down door, 1 drawer

51394  140 × 47 × 40 cm

tV cupboard low 1 flip-down door, 1 drawer

51395 210 × 47 × 40 cm

burger chest of drawers, 4 drawers

51399 100 × 50 × 90 cm





33our collections

OAK

Pure

sideboard, 2 sliding doors

51160 150 × 47 × 80 cm

sideboard, 3 sliding doors

51162 200 × 47 × 80 cm

sideboard, 3 sliding doors

51164 250 × 47 × 80 cm
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OAK

Pure

sideboard, 2 sliding doors

51160 150 × 47 × 80 cm

top, 2 sliding glass doors

51161 150 × 38 × 140 cm

sideboard, 3 sliding doors

51162 200 × 47 × 80 cm

top, 3 sliding glass doors

51163 200 × 38 × 140 cm

sideboard, 3 sliding doors

51164 250 × 47 × 80 cm

top, 3 sliding glass doors

51165 250 × 38 × 140 cm
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OAK

flat

sideboard, 2 doors, 2 drawers

51075 100 × 45 × 90 cm

sideboard, 3 doors, 3 drawers

51076 150 × 45 × 90 cm

sideboard, 4 doors, 4 drawers

51077 200 × 45 × 90 cm

sideboard, 5 doors, 5 drawers

51078 250 × 45 × 90 cm

coffee table, 2 drawers

51095 110 × 110 × 37 cm

51096 130 × 80 × 37 cm

tV cupboard, 2 drawers

51081 160 × 60 × 41 cm
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OAK

flat

storage cupboard, 4 doors, 2 drawers

51088 115 × 45 × 158 cm

chest of drawers, 6 drawers

51086 60 × 50 × 130 cm

cupboard, 3 glass doors, 3 doors, 3 drawers

51071  150 × 38/45 × 220 cm

cupboard, 4 glass doors, 4 doors, 4 drawers

51072 200 × 38/45 × 220 cm
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OAK

double

sideboard, 3 doors

61305 166 × 45 × 91 cm

sideboard, 4 doors

61306 216 × 45 × 91 cm

double sideboards are also available in teak (p. 103)
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tables

we have an extensive collection of tables and side tables in many sizes and styles, 

suitable for all kinds of interiors, whether you have limited space or lots of it. 

make a style statement with our oak circle table for example. the design is based  

on a Japanese puzzle and the wooden legs slot together to create a sturdy base 

and a totally unique table.
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45tables

OAK

slice

slice dining table, legs 8 × 8 cm 

50570 140 × 90 × 77 cm

slice dining table, legs 10 × 10 cm

50571 160 × 90 × 77 cm

50572 150 × 150 × 77 cm

50573 180 × 90 × 77 cm

50574 200 × 100 × 77 cm

50575 220 × 100 × 77 cm

detail, s lice dining table

slice extendable dining table, legs 8 × 8 cm

51942 140/220 × 90 × 77 cm

slice extendable dining table, legs 10 × 10 cm

51943 160/240 × 90 × 77 cm

50583 180/280 × 100 × 77 cm

table becomes breakfast place becomes workspace  

becomes family table becomes long party table.  

daily life has many different scenarios. the slice exten dable 

table is multi-functional and adapts to all circumstances.  

do you prefer the rustic look? no problem. the slice table  

is also available in teak (p.121) and walnut (p.173).

new

slice extendable dining table 180 and 160 are also available in teak
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OAK

miKado & circle

circle dining table

50164  163 × 163 × 76 cm

50165 136 × 136 × 76 cm

the design of mikado is based on our successful 

circle table. we created an interesting movement 

of the table legs by crossing them. the mikado 

dining table has a simple, stable and solid  

structure and is beautifully finished.

circle is also available in teak (p. 119) and walnut (p. 175)

mikado dining table

50178  240 × 110 × 76 cm

available as from april 2015

new

new
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OAK

Pettersson & blacKstone elliPse

blackstone ellipse dining table

50948 246 × 154 × 77 cm

Pettersson dining table

designed by Patrik Pettersson

50566 180 × 90 × 76 cm 

50567 200 × 90 × 76 cm

50568 220 × 100 × 76 cm

50569 250 × 100 × 76 cm

Pettersson is also available in teak (p. 119)
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OAK

straight & aPron

apron dining table, legs, 10 × 10 cm

50585  240 × 100 × 76 cm

50586 220 × 100 × 76 cm

50587 200 × 100 × 76 cm

apron dining table, legs, 8 × 8 cm

50588 180 × 90 × 76 cm

50589 160 × 90 × 76 cm

not available for the netherlands

straight dining table, legs, 8 × 8 cm 

50329 140 × 80 × 78 cm

50330 160 × 90 × 78 cm

50340 180 × 90 × 78 cm

50355 200 × 100 × 78 cm

50360 220 × 105 × 78 cm

50370 250 × 105 × 78 cm

50380 300 × 105 × 78 cm

straight dining table, legs 6 × 6 cm

50381 70 × 70 × 78 cm

50382 120 × 70 × 78 cm

detail, apron dining table

detail, straight dining table
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OAK

basic & stretch

stretch dining table 1 extension of 80 cm, legs 10 × 10 cm

50577 180/260 × 100 × 76 cm

50578 140/220 × 90 × 76 cm

50579 140/220 × 140 × 76 cm

basic dining table, stainless steel legs 4 x 4 cm 

50970 160 × 90 × 76 cm

50971 180 × 90 × 76 cm

50972 200 × 100 × 76 cm

50973 220 × 100 × 76 cm

detail, basic dining table

the stretch dining table is also available in teak (p. 125)

the bench on the picture is not available
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OAK

coffee tables

flat coffee table, 2 drawers

51095 110 × 110 × 37 cm

51096 130 × 80 × 37 cm

nordic coffee table, 1 drawer 

51445 120 × 70 × 35 cm

nordic coffee table, 1 drawer 

51446 80 × 80 × 35 cm

thin coffee table, stainless steel frame

50524 80 × 80 × 30 cm

50525 120 × 70 × 30 cm

duplex coffee table 

50511  80 × 80 × 37 cm

50512 130 × 80 × 37 cm

50513 110 × 110 × 37 cm

naomi coffee table

50538 120 × 70 × 35 cm

shadow coffee table, 2 sliding doors 

51383 120 × 70 × 33 cm

ligna coffee table, 2 drawers 

50965 130 × 80 × 37 cm

some of our coffee tables are equipped with discreet  

drawers. ideal if you like keeping the sitting room uncluttered, 

while still having all sorts of useful items at hand.

the thin, ligna, duplex and naomi coffee tables are also available in teak (p. 129)

the nordic and naomi coffee tables are also available in walnut (p.167 & p.177)





57occasional tables

OAK

side tables

tripod side table, small

50508 46 × 46 × 56 cm

tripod side table, large

50509 70 × 70 × 60 cm

cube closed, coffee table

50648 118 × 42 × 45 cm

cube closed, coffee table

50647 73 × 42 × 45 cm

cube closed, side table

50646 45 × 42 × 45 cm

the cube side table now also comes in new sizes 

and with finer edges.  our successful tripod table, 

designed by toronto-based furniture maker  

heidi earnshaw, is now also available in a new size.

also available in teak (p. 129-131)

new

new

new

new
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OAK

side tables

frame sofa side table

50517 48 × 40 × 48 cm

thin side table, stainless steel frame 

50526 50 × 50 × 35 cm

duplex side table 

50514 55 × 55 × 43 cm

naomi side table

50539 58 × 42 × 42 cm

cube open side table

50640 45 × 40 × 46 cm

also available in teak (p. 131)
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chairs & benches

chairs in timeless, classic shapes. chairs as a design statement. and most of all: 

chairs that are at home in every interior. in short: our chairs are outstanding. they 

are all sturdy and strong, designed to be enjoyed for many years, however hard a 

time you give them.
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63chairs & benches

OAK

n-chairs

n1 chair

50685 54 × 60 × 81 cm - seating height 47 cm

n2 lounge chair

50686 58 × 69 × 70 cm - seating height 40 cm

n3 kitchen counter stool

50687 48 × 50 × 89 cm - seating height 63 cm

n5 stool

50689 41 × 41 × 47 cm - seating height 47 cm

n6 high chair

50690 41 × 41 × 75 cm - seating height 75 cm

n4 high chair

50688  48 × 50 × 110 cm - seating height 80 cm

the n2, n3 & n4 are also available in teak (p.137) 

new new





65chairs & benches

OAK

chairs

ex 1 chair 

50657 43 × 56 × 82 cm - seating height 47 cm

m chair

50666 40 × 48 × 80 cm - seating height 47 cm

ls 1 chair

50655  47 × 48 × 85 cm - seating height 45 cm

straight bench

50385 140 × 35 × 45 cm

50386 160 × 35 × 45 cm

50388 180 × 35 × 45 cm

50390 200 × 35 × 45 cm

the ex 1 chair is also available in teak (p. 139)

new
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shelVes

our shelves are more than practical storage units: they form an aesthetic frame-

work for beloved objects - displaying them in the best possible way. our solid 

oak bookshelves can be endlessly multiplied and combined. the various levels and  

proportions of the mosaic shelving make it an interesting work of art that looks  

different from every angle.
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69shelVes

OAK

shelVes

skelet rack

50776  100 × 35 × 188 cm

skelet rack small

50777  100 × 35 × 86 cm

Z rack

50778  125 × 37 × 207 cm

m rack

50771  104 × 30 × 219 cm

m rack small

50772  90 × 30 ×139 cm

mozaic rack 

50774 100 × 34 × 201 cm

all our shelving systems, except the Z rack, are also available in teak (p. 145-147)

new

new

new
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OAK

shelVes

wall shelf, veneer 1 mm 

51358 70 × 22 × 5 cm

51359 140 × 22 × 5 cm

51360 210 × 22 × 5 cm

utilitile keyed

55098  40 × 3,5 × 40 cm

utilitile hooked

55097  40 × 3,5 × 40 cm

utilitile mirror

55099  40 × 3,5 × 40 cm

the utilitile are also available in teak (p.149) and walnut (p. 183). the wall shelf is also available in teak (p. 147). 

new

newnew
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under the stairs, on the landing, in a corner or by the window: thanks to the digital 

evolution, the (home) office takes less space than ever. our range includes discreetly 

simple basic desks that are perfect to work at. do you need more of an office? we 

have plenty of professional looking furniture that fulfils all your needs.

worK sPace
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75worK sPace

OAK

office

office u table 

50001 140 × 72 × 75 cm

50000 172 × 80 × 75 cm

50010 200 × 88 × 75 cm

billy box, 3 drawers

50620  50 × 56 × 66 cm

shadow sideboard high, 4 doors 

51379  203 × 45 × 139 cm

nordic bookcase, 1 door, 1 drawer

51442  70 × 46 × 211 cm

the u table and billy box are also available in walnut (p. 181).
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OAK

consoles

frame Pc console, 2 drawers

50516  120 × 43 × 82 cm

frame Pc console, 2 drawers

50515  160 × 43 × 82 cm

wave office console, 1 drawer

51456  120 × 60 × 78 cm

the frame Pc console is also available in teak (p.127) and walnut (p. 179).

the wave office console will also be available in walnut and teak (p. 179). not before april 2015.
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bedrooms should be calm, quiet places where you can wind down after a long day at 

work. for our oak bedroom furniture we chose durable materials and unfussy lines 

to create a relaxed, easy-going atmosphere. combine the furniture with timeless 

accessories and bed linen in natural colours to enhance the effect.

sleeping
bedroom & dressing room
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our side tables are multifunctional: 

you can even take them out of the 

living room and use them as extra 

bedside tables.
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OAK

beds

air bed without slats, mattress size 180/200

51211 233 × 200 × 96 cm

air bed without slats, mattress size 160/200

51212 213 × 200 × 96 cm

available as from June 2015

air bedside table, 1 drawer

51210 56 × 44 × 37 cm

available as from June 2015

madra bed without slats, mattress size 180/200

51201 217 × 242 × 71 cm

madra bed without slats, mattress size 160/200

51202 197 × 242 × 71 cm

madra bed us size, without slats, mattress size 193/203

51203 231 × 246 × 71 cm

madra bed us size, without slats, mattress size 153/203

51204 190 × 246 × 71 cm

madra bedside table, 1 drawer 

51200 60 × 43 × 27 cm

nordic bedside table, 1 drawer

51175 57 × 40 × 37 cm

azur bed without slats, mattress size 180/200 

51120 189 × 209 × 95 cm

azur bed without slats, mattress size 180/220 

51122 189 × 229 × 95 cm

azur bed without slats, mattress size 160/200 

51124 169 × 209 × 95 cm

azur bed without slats, mattress size 140/200 

51132 149 × 209 × 95 cm

azur bed, us size, with slats, mattress size 193/203

51129 202 × 212 × 95 cm

azur bed, us size, with slats, mattress size 153/203 

51130 162 × 212 × 95 cm

azur bedside table, 1 drawer

51140  48 × 44 × 48 cm

the azur bed is also available in teak (p. 155).

new

new





83dressing room

Kds dresser, 2 sliding doors

mix solid wood with veneer 0.6 mm

51198 166 × 65 × 218 cm - self assembly

OAK

Kds dresser

Kds dresser, 3 sliding doors

mix solid wood with veneer 0.6 mm

51197 260 × 65 × 218 cm - self assembly

the Knockdown dressers (Kds) are also available in teak (p.161).





85dressing room

OAK

wardrobes

shadow dresser, 3 doors, 2 drawers

51185  115 × 60 × 200 cm

nordic dresser 2 doors

51177 105 × 60 × 200 cm

the shadow dresser is also available in teak (p. 159).





87bedroom & dressing room

OAK

miscellaneous

azur chest of drawers, 3 drawers

51139 120 × 50 × 92 cm

mirror

51253 90 × 3 × 200 cm

light frame mirror 

51297  90 × 5 × 60 cm

51298 90 × 5 × 150 cm

51299 90 × 5 × 200 cm

shadow chest of drawers, 2 drawers, 1 door 

51186 160 × 50 × 84 cm

nordic chest of drawers, 3 drawers

51176  130 × 56 × 83 cm

slatted base 

45004 90 × 200 × 9 cm

45005 90 × 220 × 9 cm

45003 80 × 200 × 9 cm

45023 80 × 200 × 5 cm

45024 90 × 200 × 5 cm

our mirrors and the burger chest of drawers are also available in teak (p.163).

burger chest of drawers, 4 drawers

51399 100 × 50 × 90 cm
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teaK
strength & texture

for almost two decades now, we haVe been Producing 

furniture in solid teaK. teaK is the extremely strong, 

durable wood from the tectona grandis , which grows 

in the east indies . the wood has a warm, intense glow 

that maKes teaK furniture extremely cosy  

and attractiVe. 
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our designs go back to the essence of good furniture: we strive for impeccable 

craftsmanship and create sustainable pieces full of character, made from solid teak 

that ages beautifully. our design team is constantly experimenting with innovative 

techniques to treat the wood and to combine it with other, surprising materials.

our collections
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93our collections

Teak

nordic

low rack, 4 sliding doors, fsc 100% *

11443 160 × 46 × 92 cm

rack, 6 sliding doors, fsc 100% *

11444 90 × 46 × 126 cm

the nordic range is a stunning combination 

of refined design and the pure beauty of  

solid wood. the bevelled edges give this  

furniture an extra finishing touch. a selection 

of the nordic collection is now also available 

in teak and walnut. 

also available in oak (p. 13) and walnut (p.167).

new

new

* this product is fsc® certified
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Teak

elemental

sideboard, 3 doors, 3 drawers, fsc 100% *

10324  157 × 45 × 85 cm

sideboard, 5 doors, 3 drawers, fsc 100% *

10326  257 × 45 × 85 cm

sideboard, 4 doors, 2 drawers, fsc 100% *

10325  207 × 45 × 85 cm

* this product is fsc® certified
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Teak

elemental

tV cupboard, 2 drawers, fsc 100% *

10327  211 × 45 × 33 cm

storage cupboard, 4 doors, 2 drawers, fsc 100% *

10329  119 × 45 × 160 cm

tV cupboard, 1 drawer, fsc 100% *

10328  151 × 45 × 33 cm

storage cupboard, 2 glass doors, 2 doors, 2 drawers, fsc 100% *

10330  119 × 45 × 160 cm

* this product is fsc® certified
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Teak

burger

sideboard, 2 push open doors, fsc 100% *

15320  100 × 45 × 85 cm

sideboard, 4 push open doors, fsc 100% *

15322  200 × 45 × 85 cm

sideboard, 3 push open doors, fsc 100% *

15321  150 × 45 × 85 cm

sideboard, 5 push open doors, 3 drawers, fsc 100% *

15331 250 × 45 × 85 cm

* this product is fsc® certified
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Teak

burger

tV cupboard low, 1 flip-down door, 1 drawer, fsc 100% *

15324 140 × 47 × 40 cm

15325  210 × 47 × 40 cm

chest of drawers, 4 drawers, fsc 100% *

15327 100 × 50 × 90 cm

coffee table, 2 drawers, 4mm veneer

15328 130 × 80 × 32 cm

15329 110 × 110 × 32 cm

tV cupboard, 1 drawer, 2 flip-down doors, fsc 100% *

15332  250 × 47 × 40 cm

storage cupboard, 4 doors, 2 drawers, fsc 100% *

15326 110 × 45 × 160 cm

the burger collection, except for the coffee table and the chest of drawers with 5 drawers, is also available in oak (p.29-31).

* this product is fsc® certified

chest of drawers, 5 drawers, fsc 100% *

15062 70 × 50 × 125 cm
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Teak

double

sideboard, 3 doors, fsc 100% *

12055 166 × 45 × 91 cm

tV cupboard, 1 drawer, fsc 100% *

12058 120 × 55 × 45 cm

sideboard, 4 doors, fsc 100% *

12056 216 × 45 × 91 cm

tV cupboard, 2 drawers, fsc 100% *

12059  180 × 55 × 45 cm

double sideboards are also available in oak (p. 41).

* this product is fsc® certified
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Teak

essential

sideboard, 2 doors, fsc 100% *

15300 100 × 47 × 85 cm

sideboard, 4 doors, fsc 100% *

15303  196 × 47 × 85 cm

sideboard, 3 doors, fsc 100% *

15301 147 × 47 × 85 cm

sideboard, 5 doors, fsc 100% *

15305  245 × 47 × 85 cm

new

* this product is fsc® certified
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Teak

essential

coffee table, 2 drawers, fsc 100% *

14098 130 × 80 × 37 cm

tV cupboard, 2 drawers, fsc 100% *

15309  209 × 47 × 38 cm

tV cupboard, 1 drawer, fsc 100% *

15307  142 × 47 × 38 cm

storage cupboard, 4 doors, fsc 100% *

15311 117 × 47 × 160 cm

* this product is fsc® certified
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Teak

lf

tV cupboard, 2 drawers, fsc 100% *

11196 143 × 46 × 53 cm

sideboard, 3 doors, 3 drawers, fsc 100% *

11194 240 × 46 × 90 cm

sideboard, 3 doors, fsc 100% *

11192 151 × 46 × 90 cm

tV cupboard, 3 drawers, fsc 100% *

11197 211 × 46 × 53 cm

sideboard, 4 doors, fsc 100% *

11193 198 × 46 × 90 cm

* this product is fsc® certified
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Teak

lodge

sideboard, 1 door, 3 drawers

15335  146 × 46 × 84 cm

sideboard, 4 doors, 3 drawers

15337 272 × 46 × 84 cm

sideboard, 2 doors, 3 drawers

15336  202 × 46 × 84 cm

tV cupboard, 2 doors

15338 160 × 46 × 46 cm

tV cupboard, 2 doors 

15339  210 × 46 × 46 cm
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Teak

lodge

console, 1 drawer, fsc 100% *

15343  120 × 35 × 85 cm

cupboard, 4 glass doors, 2 doors, 3 drawers

15345  200 × 36-46 × 220 cm

cupboard, 3 glass doors, 2 doors, 3 drawers

15344  154 × 36-46 × 220 cm

* this product is fsc® certified
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Teak

grooVe

cupboard, 3 glass doors, 3 doors, 3 drawers, fsc 100% *

11001  150 × 35/45 × 218 cm

cupboard, 4 glass doors, 4 doors, 4 drawers, fsc 100% *

11002 200 × 35/45 × 218 cm

* this product is fsc® certified
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our side tables are like so many things in life: it’s the detail that counts. these  

compact, cleverly designed mini masterpieces can be used in all sorts of interiors 

and situations. because they are made of solid wood some of them, such as our 

Pop range, can also be used as stools.

tables
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Teak

Pettersson & circle

Pettersson dining table, fsc 100% *

designed by Patrik Pettersson

11975  180 × 90 × 76 cm

11976 200 × 90 × 76 cm

11977 220 × 100 × 76 cm

11978 250 × 100 × 76 cm

circle dining table, fsc 100% *

10164 163 × 163 × 76 cm

10165 136 × 136 × 76 cm

available as from april 2015

the Pettersson table is also available in oak (p. 49). the circle table is available in oak (p. 47) and walnut (p. 175)

new

* this product is fsc® certified
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Teak

slice

slice extendable dining table - legs 10 × 10 cm

tabletop veneer 4 mm withold finishing

11943  160 - 233 × 90 × 77 cm

11944 180 - 280 × 100 × 77 cm

slice dining table, legs 8 × 8 cm, fsc 100% *

11965 140 × 80 × 77 cm 

available from march 2015

slice dining table, legs 10 × 10 cm, fsc 100% *

11966 150 × 150 × 77 cm

11967 160 × 90 × 77 cm

11968 180 × 90 × 77 cm

11969 200 × 100 × 77 cm

11970 220 × 100 × 77 cm

detail, s lice dining table

detail, s lice extendable

you never know what will happen next in life. 

unexpected guests? no problem. our slice  

extendable table immediately makes space  

for quite a number of extra diners. 

also available in oak (p. 45) and walnut (p. 173).

* this product is fsc® certified
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Teak

double

double dining table, fsc 100% *

12067 180 × 90 × 78 cm

12068 200 × 100 × 78 cm

12069 220 × 100 × 78 cm

double bench, fsc 100% *

12084  180 × 40 × 45 cm

12085 200 × 40 × 45 cm

12086 220 × 40 × 45 cm

double extendable dining table 

12066 200/300 × 100 × 77 cm

available from april 2015

detail, double dining table

new

* this product is fsc® certified
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Teak

stretch & Kubus

stretch dining table, legs 10 x 10 cm, 1 extension of 100 cm

11949 180/280 × 100 × 78 cm

stretch dining table, legs 10 x 10 cm, 1 extension of 80 cm

11947  140/220 × 140 × 78 cm

11948 140/220 × 90 × 78 cm

Kubus horeca dining table, legs 6 × 6 cm, fsc 100% *

12151 70 × 70 × 78 cm

12155 120 × 70 × 78 cm

stretch and Kubus are also available in oak (p.53).

* this product is fsc® certified
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Teak

consoles

frame Pc console, 2 drawers, fsc 100% *

14066  120 × 43 × 82 cm

lodge console,1 drawer, fsc 100% *

15343 120 × 35 × 85 cm

the frame Pc console is also available in oak (p. 77) and walnut (p. 179).

* this product is fsc® certified

frame Pc console, 2 drawers, fsc 100% *

14068 160 × 43 ×82 cm

new
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Teak

coffee tables

cube coffee table, fsc 100% *

10647 73 × 42 × 45 cm

burger coffee table, 2 drawers

15328 130 × 80 × 32 cm

15329 110 × 110 × 32 cm

naomi coffee table, fsc 100% recycled *

14211 120 × 70 × 35 cm

essential coffee table, 2 drawers, fsc 100% *

14098  130 × 80 × 37 cm

cube coffee table, fsc 100% *

10648 118 × 42 × 45 cm

duplex coffee table, fsc 100% *

13996 80 × 80 × 37 cm

13997 130 × 80 × 37 cm 

13998 110 × 110 × 37 cm

thin coffee table, fsc 100% *

15313 150 × 70 × 35 cm

15315 100 × 100 × 35 cm

also available in oak (p. 55-57) except the burger coffee table.

new new

* this product is fsc® certified
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Teak

side tables

naomi side table, fsc 100% recycled *

14210  58 × 42 × 42 cm

tripod side table, fsc 100% *

14213 70 × 70 × 60 cm

available from march 2015

Kubus side table, fsc 100% recycled *

14160  42 × 42 × 42 cm

tripod side table, fsc 100% *

14212 46 × 46 × 56 cm

frame sofa side table, fsc 100% recycled *

14065  48 × 40 × 48 cm

cube side table, fsc 100% *

10646  45 × 42 × 45 cm

duplex side table, fsc 100% *

13995 55 × 55 × 43 cm

thin side table, fsc 100% *

15317 55 × 55 × 40 cm

also available in oak (p. 57-59).

new

new

* this product is fsc® certified
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Teak

side tables

Pop stool 

13991 40 × 40 × 45 cm

butcher stool 

13993 35 × 35 × 50 cm

Pop side table 

13992  38 × 38 × 50 cm

Pop low table 

13990 45 × 45 × 35 cm
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we have an extensive collection of teak chairs, including quite a few that are  

upholstered to make life even more comfortable. or you can use our double bench 

to create extra seating around the table. it also comes in handy to display your fa-

vourite books and magazines or to make a decorative corner in a bit of wasted space.

chairs & benches
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Teak

n-chairs

n2 lounge chair, fsc 100% *

14686 58 × 69 × 70 cm - seating height 40 cm

n4 high chair, fsc 100% recycled *

14688  48 × 50 × 110 cm - seating height 80 cm

n3 kitchen counter stool, fsc 100% *

14687  48 × 51 × 89 cm - seating height 63 cm

the n chair, designed by nathan young,  

has become one of our signature pieces.  

nathan has created an elegant, eye-catching 

chair made from slender pieces of solid wood. 

the chair comes in different heights.

also available in oak (p. 63).

* this product is fsc® certified
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Teak

chairs & benches

archetype chair, fsc 100% *

14703 42 × 50 × 86 cm - seating height 46 cm

ex 1 chair, fsc 100% *

15270  43 × 56 × 82 cm - seating height 47 cm

double bench, fsc 100% *

12084  180 × 40 × 45 cm

12085 200 × 40 × 45 cm

12086 220 × 40 × 45 cm

cuba chair, fsc 100% *

14740  51 × 47 × 55 cm - seating height 45 cm

the ex 1 chair is also available in oak (p. 65).

* this product is fsc® certified
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Teak

uPholstered

ex 1 chair, turkish coffee upholstery

14680 43 × 56 × 82 cm - seating height 47 cm

b1 chair, hazelnut upholstery

14672  47 × 57 × 85 cm - seating height 49 cm

ex 1 chair, hazelnut upholstery

14682  43 × 56 × 82 cm - seating height 47 cm

b1 chair, turkish coffee upholstery

14670  47 × 57 × 85 cm - seating height 49 cm

square root sofa, 1 seater, turkish coffee upholstery

14747 69 × 75 × 75 cm - seating height 41 cm - height armrest 62 cm

we love quality materials with a timeless look,  

so we used pure belgian linen for the seats of 

our upholstered chairs. like solid wood it acquires 

a beautiful patina as time goes by.
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would you like to give your room some extra oomph? look no further than our 

teak shelves. for instance, use one of our m racks – securely fastened to the 

floor or the ceiling – as a room divider. or create your own wall composition 

with utilitile, a modular system of three teak wooden tiles that provides a mirror,  

a clothes rack and a shelf.

shelVes
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Teak

sKelet

skelet rack, fsc 100% *

10901 100 × 35 × 188 cm

skelet rack small, fsc 100% *

10902 100 × 35 × 85 cm

also available in oak (p. 69).

* this product is fsc® certified
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Teak

m racK & mosaic

m rack, fsc 100% *

14201 104 × 30 × 219 cm

m rack small, fsc 100% *

14202  90 × 30 × 139 cm 

wall shelf, veneer 1 mm

15298 135 × 22 × 5 cm

15299 200 × 22 × 5 cm

mozaic rack, fsc 100% *

14203 100 × 34 × 201 cm

also available in oak (p. 69-71). 

this storage unit can be used on both 

sides, which makes it a perfectly  

proportioned room divider as well.

* this product is fsc® certified
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Teak

utilitile

utilitile hooked

15097 40 × 3,5 × 40 cm

utilitile keyed

15098 40 × 3,5 × 40 cm

utilitile mirror

15099 40 × 3,5 × 40 cm

utilitile is also available in oak (p.71) and walnut (p. 183).
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our teak bedroom furniture, with its clean lines and natural materials, contributes to 

a good night’s sleep - and an even better awakening. have a look at our burger col-

lection for a calm ambiance or the highly popular madra bed for a feeling of balanced 

harmony. each collection has all the elements to make your bedroom a sanctuary. 

bedroom & dressing room
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Teak

burger

bedside table, 1 drawer, fsc 100% *

15061 56 × 40 × 39 cm

bed without slats, mattress size 160/200, fsc 100% *

15063 169 × 211 × 39 cm

bed without slats, mattress size 180/200, fsc 100% *

15064  189 × 211 × 39 cm

bedhead upholstered

15065 281 × 6 × 53 cm

15066 301 × 6 × 53 cm

* this product is fsc® certified
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Teak

horiZon

bed without slats, mattress size 180/200, fsc 100% *

15101 189 × 209 × 90 cm

bed without slats, mattress size 160/200, fsc 100% *

15111  169 × 209 × 90 cm

bed without slats, mattress size 140/200, fsc 100% *

15123  149 × 209 × 90 cm

bed without slats, mattress size 180/220, fsc 100% *

15105  189 × 229 × 90 cm

bed us size, with slats, mattress size 153/203, fsc 100% *

15129  162 × 212 × 90 cm

bed us size, with slats, mattress size 193/203, fsc 100% *

15128  202 × 212 × 90 cm

bedside table, 3 drawers, fsc 100% *

10604 55 × 40 × 54 cm

the horizon bed is also available in oak (p. 81).

* this product is fsc® certified
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Teak

light frame

bedside table, 1 drawer, fsc 100% *

11127 48 × 44 × 48 cm

bed without slats, mattress size 160/200, fsc 100% *

11130 171 × 210 × 95 cm

bed without slats, mattress size 180/200, fsc 100% *

11131  191 × 210 × 95 cm

slatted base **

45004 90 × 200 × 9 cm

45005 90 × 220 × 9 cm

45003 80 × 200 × 9 cm

45023 80 × 200 × 5 cm

45024 90 × 200 × 5 cm

** the slatted base can be used for every bed in our catalogue.

* this product is fsc® certified
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Teak

dressers

horizon dresser, 2 doors, fsc 100% *

10614 100 × 60 × 195 cm

shadow dresser, 3 doors, 2 drawers

15049 115 × 60 × 200 cm

you can never have enough storage space in a home. 

ethnicraft lends a helping hand: we have wardrobes and 

chests of drawers in all shapes and sizes, offering maximum 

storage that blends in beautifully. 

the shadow dresser is also available in oak (p.85).

new

* this product is fsc® certified
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Teak

Kds dresser

Kd 1 dresser, 2 doors, 2 drawers knockdown **, fsc 100% *

15085 126 × 60 × 215 cm

**  self-assembly 

*** mix of solid wood and 0,6 mm veneer

Kds dresser, 2 sliding doors knockdown ** ***

15081 166 × 65 × 218 cm

Kds dresser, 3 sliding doors knockdown ** ***

15080 260 × 65 × 218 cm

most of our furniture is delivered fully assembled and ready 

for use. but sometimes, for instance when access to a room 

is too narrow, it can be a good idea to buy our wardrobes 

and chests flat-packed. the Kds collection consists of a 

single wardrobe with two doors and drawers and two bigger 

ones that offer space for an extensive collection of clothes 

or all your home textiles.

also available in oak, except the Kd1 dresser (p.83).

* this product is fsc® certified
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Teak

mirror, fsc 100 % recycled

20007 90 × 4 × 200 cm

light frame mirror 

11134  90 × 5 × 60 cm

11135 90 × 5 × 150 cm

11136 90 × 5 × 200 cm

miscellaneous

light frame chest of drawers, 3 drawers, fsc 100% *

11125  125 × 50 × 90 cm

horizon shoe rack, 2 doors, 1 drawer inside, fsc 100% *

10605 80 × 40 × 75 cm

burger chest of drawers 4 drawers and our mirrors are also available in oak (p.87)

burger chest of drawers, 5 drawers, fsc 100% *

15062 70 × 50 × 125 cm

burger chest of drawers, 4 drawers, fsc 100% *

15327 100 × 50 × 90 cm

* this product is fsc® certified
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walnut
darK soPhistication

our collections in oaK and teaK can be found in the 

most diVerse interiors all oVer the world. some of 

our signature Pieces and our new range of dining 

room furniture ‘osso’ are now also aVailable in  

walnut. we Just haVe fallen in loVe with this darK,  

VoluPtuous wood that adds a Pure and soPhisticated 

looK to any room.
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Walnut

nordic

tV cupboard, 1 flip-down door, 1 drawer 

41439  120 × 46 × 45 cm

41440 180 × 46 × 45 cm

coffee table, 1 drawer

41445 120 × 70 × 35 cm

also available in oak (p.13-15).

new

new
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Walnut

nordic

console, 2 drawers

41444  160 × 40 × 85 cm

41447 120 × 40 × 85 cm

low rack, 4 sliding doors

41443  160 × 46 × 92 cm

rack, 6 sliding doors

41448  90 × 46 × 126 cm

also available in oak (p. 13-15), the racks are also available in teak (p. 93).

new

new

new
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Walnut

tables

osso round dining table

43030 120 × 120 × 88 cm

osso dining table

43027  200 × 100 × 75 cm

43026 240 × 105 × 75 cm

osso stool

43032 54 × 33 × 61 cm

the osso collection was designed by grain and green, one 

of the top interior design studios, based in indonesia and 

singapore. the osso range is characterised by curves and 

rounded edges. it shows subtle oriental influences and gives 

your interior a warm and original touch.

new

new

new
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Walnut

tables

slice extendable dining table, legs 10 × 10 cm

41944 180-280 × 100 × 77 cm

also available in oak (p. 45) and teak (p. 121).

new
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Walnut

tables

circle, round dining table

40164  163 × 163 × 76 cm

40165 136 × 136 × 76 cm

available as from april 2015

classic Japanese puzzles served as inspiration 

for the design of one of our design masterpieces, 

the circle table. the wooden legs slot together to 

create a solid base and a unique table. its round 

shape adds to creating a convivial atmosphere.

also available in oak (p.47) and teak (p.119).

new
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Walnut

coffee & side tables

tripod side table

44212  46 × 46 × 56 cm

44213 70 × 70 × 60 cm

available from march 2015

cube closed

40646 45 × 42 × 45 cm

40647 73 × 42 × 45 cm

40648 118 × 42 × 45 cm

all available as from march 2015

naomi side table

44210 58 × 42 × 42 cm

naomi coffee table

44211 120 × 70 × 35 cm

new

new

new

new

Our walnut coffee and side tables are also available in oak (p. 55-59) and teak (p. 129-133)



this item will be available from april 2015
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Walnut

consoles

frame Pc console, 2 drawers

44066  120 × 43 × 82 cm

44068 160 × 43 × 82 cm

the frame Pc console is also available in oak (p. 77) and teak (p. 127). the wave office console also exists in oak (p. 17).

new
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Walnut

office

u table 

44001 140 × 72 × 75 cm

44000 172 × 80 × 75 cm

44010 200 × 88 × 75 cm

billy box, 3 drawers

40620 50 × 56 × 66 cm

available as from april 2015

also availbale in oak (p. 75)

new

new
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Walnut

utilitile

utilitile mirror

45099 40 × 3,5 × 40 cm

available as from april 2015

utilitile hooked

45097  40 × 3,5 × 40 cm

available as from april 2015

utilitile keyed

45098  40 × 3,5 × 40 cm

the utilitile is also available in oak (p. 71) and teak (p. 149).

new

new

new
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the new nostalgia

the mr. marius range is insPired by a time when  

furniture was made to last and Passed on to our 

children and grandchildren. mr. marius combines the 

character of solid wood with retro design and  

colours. our first collection is full of Poetry and 

humour, a Kind of tribute to childhood memories.
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origami

origami desk, 5 drawers, olive

45021 135 × 55 × 94 cm

origami desk, 5 drawers, black

45055  135 × 55 × 94 cm

origami desk, 5 drawers, cream

45056 135 × 55 × 94 cm

origami console, 1 sliding door, 3 drawers

45060  130 × 40 × 75 cm

origami tV cupboard, 2 sliding doors, 3 drawers, black

45024 140 × 40 × 60 cm

origami tV cupboard, 2 sliding doors, 3 drawers, cream

45059 140 × 40 × 60 cm
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origami & Pirouette

Pirouette bookrack

45016 60 × 30 × 200 cm 

origami secretary, 2 sliding doors, 2 drawers, black

45018 70 × 35 × 130 cm

origami secretary, 2 sliding doors, 2 drawers, yellow

45020  70 × 35 × 130 cm
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chest 60’s

chest of drawers, 5 drawers, black

45035 50 × 40 × 130 cm

chest of drawers, 3 drawers, black

45033  100 × 40 × 75 cm

chest of drawers, 3 drawers, cream

45034  100x 40 × 75 cm

chest of drawers, 5 drawers, cream

45031 50 × 40 × 130 cm

chest of drawers, 3 drawers, curry

45032  100 × 40 × 75 cm
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seating
Perfect comPanions

if you’re looKing for a soft and cosy Piece of  

furniture to maKe your room extra comfortable,  

try our sofas. our new et range is stylish and sober, 

in line with ethnicraft Values. it comes in three  

different models and four different  

stonewashed cotton colours.
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Seating

et

sofa 2,5 seater, sand, walnut legs

20260 200 × 93 × 78 cm

sofa 3 seater, sand

20270  230 × 100 × 74 cm

sofa 2,5 seater, stone, walnut legs

20262  200 × 93 × 78 cm

sofa 3 seater, stone

20272 230 × 100 × 74 cm
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Seating

et

armchair 1 seater, sand

20250 67 × 81 × 82 cm

footstool, khaki

20296  65 × 65 × 40 cm

armchair 1seater, stone

20252  67 × 81 × 82 cm

footstool, charcoal

20298  65 × 65 × 40 cm

armchair 1 seater, khaki

20251  67 × 81 × 82 cm

footstool, stone

20297  65 × 65 × 40 cm

footstool, sand

20295  65 × 65 × 40 cm

new new new
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Seating

saloon

sofa 2 seater, black leather

20101 200 × 110 × 67 cm

sofa 3 seater, black leather

20102  252 × 110 × 67 cm
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Seating

n101

armchair 1 seater, wheat

20105 81 × 93 × 80 cm

sofa 3 seater, wheat 

20109 203 × 93 × 80 cm

sofa 2 seater, wheat 

20107  167 × 93 × 80 cm

sofa 2 seater, olive green 

20108  167 × 93 × 80 cm

sofa 3 seater, olive green 

20110  203 × 93 × 80 cm

armchair 1 seater, olive green

20106  81 × 93 × 80 cm
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extra

totem lamP

wooden floorlamp, black textile cable

26130  90/190 × 120 × 140 cm

lampshade, 100% cotton

LS0001 70 × 70 × 40 cm

new
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about solid wood

wood, like any other natural porous material, continues to absorb and release  
humidity throughout its life. ethnicraft designs furniture that adapts well to  
the hygrometric conditions of its environment. the design allows the wood to 
expand and contract.
Variations in wood grain, texture, colour, knots and other naturally occurring 
characteristics are inherent to solid wood. we believe that these imperfections 
contribute to the charm of ethnicraft products. wood is a product of nature, 
and we give our furniture the state-of-the art, superior finish it deserves. our 
craftsmen apply different techniques such as wood inlaying and the use of 
wood paste. ethnicraft consciously selects a specific quality of wood that adds 
more character to its designs.

characteristics
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our commitment

wood has always been the core material in the ethnicraft collection. therefore 
we continuously think about the consequences for the environment and take 
environmental issues to heart: from the origin of the wood, the energy we  
use in the entire production and distribution process, to the treatment of  
the products and reduction of waste. every day we try to be good stewards  
of the earth.

the origin of our core material
ethnicraft’s teak wood comes from two main sources. on the one hand, we  
carefully reclaim timber from neglected buildings or old warehouses, mainly 
from the island of central Java in indonesia. on the other hand, ethnicraft works 
closely together with the indonesian governmental body in charge of managing 
the teak plantations originally set up by the dutch about 150 years ago. this  
government agency applies strict policies with regard to annual replanting, as 
well as to the size and quantity of trees felled each year.
as far as our oak is concerned, our partner factories work with french and 
serbian oak from managed forests in europe.

no waste 
Production waste, such as remnants of logs, leftover wood and sawdust are 
re-used for other purposes. the sawdust from the logs is either used as fuel 
in the drying ovens or compacted as a basis for pallets. all the leftovers from 
cutting planks to size are recycled and used as base material or as finger joints 
for panels.

fsc ® label for teaK furniture
our commitment to the environment is reflected by the fsc® coc (chain of 
custody) certification of our distribution centres.

fsc® is a worldwide independent, non-governmental, not-for-profit organisation 
that promotes responsible management of the world’s forests. in other words, 
this organisation guarantees that products carrying the fsc® label come from 
forests that are managed so that they meet the social, economic and ecologi-
cal needs of present and future generations.
in the case of ethnicraft nV and azur, the coc certificate guarantees that the 
company is perfectly equipped to buy, stock and sell products with a specified 
fsc® certificate, originating from well-managed forests, controlled sources and 
reclaimed materials, or a mixture of these.
at the moment, several of the collections sold by ethnicraft already have a fsc® 
100% recycled label, meaning that the products are made of reclaimed timber. 
these collections are indicated in the catalogue. moreover, all efforts are being 
made to increase the number of collections with an fsc® label.

Products with an *  
are fsc® certfified

enVironment
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oaK furniture

for our collections we only use oak sourced from managed forests in europe. 
our oak furniture is finished with a pigmented hardwax oil. this protective  
finish forms a natural coating, repelling most common substances and fluids, 
but is no foolproof guarantee against stains.

for daily care

•	 for regular dusting, use a dry, non-fluffy cloth
•	 for cleaning, use a damp sponge or cloth (not too wet!) with a mild  

solution of water and natural soap (no detergent)

cleaning & refreshing the surface

•	 for refreshing the surface of the furniture when the wood starts to feel dry 
or for removing stains, ethnicraft recommends osmo liquid wax cleaner* 
(3029) . do not use this product daily. the liquid wax cleaner is no  
guarantee against stains.

•	 not applicable to the blackstone ellipse

stubborn stains & repairs 

•	 through time and depending on wear, the original hardwax coat-
ing on the furniture may need to be renewed. make sure the surface 
is clean and dry. use extra fine sand paper (minimum 320 grit) and 
work in the direction of the wood grain, then apply the osmo hardwax 
oil natural (3041) . the oil protection is no guarantee against stains. 
 
note that for the oak blackstone ellipse table, apply only the daily care 
treatment.

maintenance

how to taKe care  
of our furniture
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maintenance

teaK furniture

our teak collection comes without a finish, or any kind of protective treatment. 
the wood is merely polished, allowing the natural oils to rise to the surface. the 
high density of teak has the advantage that stains stay on the surface and do 
not penetrate into the wood easily.

for daily care

•	 for regular dusting, use a dry, non-fluffy cloth
•	 for cleaning, use a damp – not too wet – sponge or cloth with a mild  

solution of water and natural soap (no detergent). frequent cleaning with a 
natural soap solution will gradually build up a protective layer: as the wood 
absorbs the soap, it will become more stain repellant.

Preventive treatment

•	 if you want to protect the wood from the start, give your furniture a  
protective coating. we recommend osmo hardwax oil, clear mat (3062).

•	 this finish seals the pores of the timber, forming a natural protection.
•	 even then stains and marks should be removed immediately. if the liquid 

or substance are left to penetrate the wood, the furniture will  eventually 
get stained.

•	 this product will darken the wood slightly!

stubborn stains 

•	 use extra fine sand paper (minimum 320 grit) in the direction of the wood 
grain and apply the osmo hardwax oil, clear mat (3062). 
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walnut furniture

all walnut furniture is first tinted with coloured oil and then finished with 
natural oil. this finish forms a natural coating, protecting it against most  
substances and fluids, but is no complete guarantee against stains.

for daily care

•	 for regular dusting, use a dry, non-fluffy cloth
•	 for cleaning, use a damp sponge or cloth (not too wet!) with a mild  

solution of water and natural soap (no detergent)

for cleaning & surface refreshing

•	 for refreshing the surface of the furniture when the wood starts to feel dry 
or for removing stains, ethnicraft recommends osmo liquid wax cleaner 
(3029) . do not use this product daily. the liquid wax cleaner is no  
guarantee against stains.

the fabric of our seating collection et and n101 is dry clean only, which means 
that using water and soap can have adverse consequences. it may lighten the 
colour on the part that is cleaned. furthermore, taking off one cushion cover 
and washing it in the machine, even on a low temperature, will not only lighten 
the colour, but will also shrink the fabric.

the upholstery of our teak chairs is made of 100% belgian linen. it cannot be 
removed and if stained, can only be treated with dry cleaning products.

our leather saloon sofas are designed for indoor use only. all leather must be 
cleaned with a dry or, if necessary, slightly dampened cloth. avoid hard rubbing 
when cleaning. Vacuum the seat platforms to remove dust or crumbs. our leath-
er does not require feeding but can be enriched by using a quality leather cream. 

Our maintenance instructions apply to furniture that is frequently used, par-
ticularly dining, coffee and side tables. Every table has its own mainte-
nance requirements, depending on lifestyle and needs of the user. You are 
free to choose which products you use. Ethnicraft, however, cannot be held  
responsible for the results.

maintenance

uPholstered chairs and  
uPholstered furniture
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•	 recommended humidity in the room: between 40% and 60%
•	 ideal room temperature: 21°c during the day, not below 14°c at night.
•	 avoid exposure to extreme conditions. don’t put your furniture near heat-

ing sources or in highly air-conditioned spaces.
•	 although the furniture - apart from teak - is given a protective finish during 

production, it can still be susceptible to stains. we therefore recommend 
that any spilling is removed immediately to prevent staining.

•	 when cleaning the surface, always work in the direction of the wood grain.
•	 like any natural material, oak will darken or yellow during its lifetime. 

furthermore, teak and walnut will fade slightly when directly exposed to 
uV light (sunlight) . therefore it is recommended to shield your furniture 
from direct sunlight and to move objects placed on the furniture from time 
to time, to prevent colour differences.  

•	 use placemats to prevent hot pots, pans and cold glasses or bottles from 
leaving marks on the furniture.

do’s and don’ts

how to KeeP your ethnicraft 
furniture in Perfect condition
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credits artwork

p.12 ‘Painting, march’, Pierre soulages, allposters.com 
p.14 ‘rorschach’, andy warhol, allposters.com 
p. 54   art work against wall (from left to right):
 ‘sortie de bain’, gianni Villa, yellowkorner.com
 ‘close to a mountain n°1’, martha Verschaffel, the-nelson-collection.com
 ‘heartlion’, stien bekaert, the-nelson-collection.com
p. 56  ‘Vonal Ksz’, Victor Vasarely, allposters.com
p. 80  ‘crystall ball’, formento – formento, yellowkorner.com
p. 166  art work © Kasper bosmans
p. 168  ‘heartlion’, stien bekaert, the-nelson-collection.com
p. 70  alain biltereyst, biltereyst.com (small paintings) and 
 stien bekaert, the-nelson-collection.com (giclée print against wall)
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